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KPRC 
Quarterly Issues/Programs List 

KPRC provides its listeners with programming and public service announcements 
that address issues of concern to our local community. Among the issues 
determined to be of most concern to the community during the preceding 
calendar quarter were: 

• Art, Crime, Education, Poverty; The Main Street Theater Education 
program for Juvenal delinquents in Harris County custody.
 

• Arts; Education; Cultural Diversity; Generations presents Sweeney Todd 
in a major production. Students learn and take part in the production. 

• Arts; Education; Cultural Diversity; InPrint will kick off its new 
season in August, featuring bestselling authors. 

• Arts; Education; Cultural Diversity; Prelude Music Classes offer 
crucial musical education missing from our school curriculums 

• Arts; Education; Cultural Diversity; Classical Theatre Company's Hamlet 
and how children learn to be civil and self-assured in theatre. 

• Arts; Education; Cultural Diversity; MST presents its new season, 
including the classes for children. 

• Education Economic Develop; Career & recovery resources is expanding 
services and the midst of a capital campaign to do so. 

• Healthcare; Volunteerism; The Gulf Coast Regional Center is another 
model Houston Org helping to save lives on a daily basis. 

• Poverty, Volunteerism, Healthcare; The Houston Food Bank is the 
nation's largest, distributing 7 million tons of food every month. 

• Volunteerism, Environment, Education; Spaying and neutering pets is the 
only way to stop killing over 220,000 animals a year in shelters.

 
• Volunteerism, Healthcare; The HFD Burned Children's Fund helps burn 

victims overcome their injuries. 
• Health, Jobs, Crime prevention; Frederick shares his story of health 

and professional recovery through America In Recovery. 

• Arts; Education; Cultural Diversity; Charles returns to share the great 
strides he has made with the 5th Ward Enrichment Club. 



Section I 
LOCAL PROGRAMMING 

Section I lists regularly-scheduled and special programs that represent the 
station's issue-responsive programming providing the most significant 
treatment of the issues listed above for the calendar quarter. 

ISSUE PROGRAM 
/ TITLE DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME DURATION 

Arts; 
Education; 
Cultural 
Diversity 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

Generations 
presents Sweeney 
Todd in a major 
production. 
Students learn and 
take part in the 
production. 

George 
Brock 

07/07 
11:30 PM 030:27

Education 
Economic 
Develop 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

Career & recovery 
resources is 
expanding services 
and the midst of a 
capital campaign 
to do so. 

Vern 
Swisher 

07/14 
11:30 PM 030:02

Volunteerism, 
Healthcare 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

The HFD Burned 
Children's Fund 
helps burn victims 
overcome their 
injuries. 

Judy 
Chavez 

07/21 
11:30 PM 029:39

Art, Crime, 
Education, 
Poverty 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

The Main Street 
Theater Education 
program for 
Juvenal 
delinquents in 
Harris County 
custody. 

Jonathan 
Gonzalez 

07/28 
11:30 PM 030:19

Arts; 
Education; 
Cultural 
Diversity 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

InPrint will kick 
off its new season 
in August, 
featuring 
bestselling 
authors. 

Rich Levy; 
Krupa 
Parikh 

08/04 
11:30 PM 030:25

Volunteerism, 
Environment, 
Education 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

Spaying and 
neutering pets is 
the only way to 
stop killing over 
220,000 animals a 
year in shelters. 

Dr. 
Elizabeth 
Rowlands 

08/11 
11:30 PM 029:55

Poverty, 
Volunteerism, 
Healthcare 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

The Houston Food 
Bank is the 
nation's largest, 
distributing 7 
million tons of 

Brian 
Greene 

08/18 
11:30 PM 030:29



ISSUE PROGRAM 
/ TITLE DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME DURATION 

food every month. 

Arts; 
Education; 
Cultural 
Diversity 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

Prelude Music 
Classes offer 
crucial musical 
education missing 
from our school 
curriculums 

Ana 
Trevino 
Godfrey 

08/25 
11:30 PM 030:18

Healthcare; 
Volunteerism 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

The Gulf Coast 
Regional Center is 
another model 
Houston Org 
helping to save 
lives on a daily 
basis. 

Susan 
Rothman 

09/01 
11:30 PM 029:33

Arts; 
Education; 
Cultural 
Diversity 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

Classical Theatre 
Company's Hamlet 
and how children 
learn to be civil 
and self-assured 
in theatre. 

JJ 
Johnston 

09/08 
11:30 PM 030:00

Arts; 
Education; 
Cultural 
Diversity 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

MST presents its 
new season, 
including the 
classes for 
children. 

Shannon 
Emerick; 
Becky 
Udden 

09/15 
11:30 PM 029:50

Health, Jobs, 
Crime 
prevention 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

Frederick shares 
his story of 
health and 
professional 
recovery through 
America In 
Recovery. 

Frederick 
Richert 

09/22 
11:30 PM 030:15

Arts; 
Education; 
Cultural 
Diversity 

HOUSTON 
P.A. 

Charles returns to 
share the great 
strides he has 
made with the 5th 
Ward Enrichment 
Club. 

Charles 
Savage 

09/29 
11:30 PM 029:55



Section II
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Section II lists public service announcements that the station broadcast 
during the preceding calendar quarter that address community issues. 

ISSUE ORGANIZATION OR TITLE DURATION RUNS 
----- PSA 911 DAY 000:30 022 
MILITARY AND 
VETERANS

PSA-15 IHEARTRADIO SHOW YOUR STRIPES-
KPRC GARF 000:16 103 

MILITARY AND 
VETERANS

PSA-15 IHEARTRADIO SHOW YOUR STRIPES-
KPRC MP 000:15 107 

MILITARY AND 
VETERANS

PSA-30 IHEARTRADIO SHOW YOUR STRIPES-
KPRC GARF 000:29 206 

MILITARY AND 
VETERANS

PSA-30 IHEARTRADIO SHOW YOUR STRIPES-
KPRC GARF 000:30 204 

MILITARY AND 
VETERANS

PSA-30 IHEARTRADIO SHOW YOUR STRIPES-
KPRC MP 000:28 227 

MILITARY AND 
VETERANS

PSA-30 IHEARTRADIO SHOW YOUR STRIPES-
KPRC MP 000:29 202 

MILITARY AND 
VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:30 047 

MILITARY AND 
VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:31 171 

MILITARY AND 
VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:32 033 

PSA AT&T 000:30 028 
MILITARY AND 
VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:30 133 

MILITARY AND 
VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:31 037 



Section III 
ADDITIONAL LOCAL PROGRAMMING 

Section III lists regularly-scheduled programs that occasionally include 
guests and/or topics that address community issues during the preceding 
quarter. 

ISSUE PROGRAM / 
TITLE DESCRIPTION DATE/TIME DURATION

Firefighters 
Lost In AZ.

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the 19 firefighters 
that lost their lives today out in 
Arizona, and plays a tribute from 
Paul Harvey. Also talks about today 
being the day the "Special" session 
is going down for the abortion 
debate here in Texas...talks about 
State Senator Wendy Davis’ video 
that was just released, and we all 
threw up in our mouths a 
little...takes calls from people 
that want to weigh in on this 

7/1

2pm-3pm
60:00

Zimmerman 
Trial

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks more about the "Black 
English “discussion” that stems from 
the Columbia Professor suggesting 
that there are different kinds of 
English, also talks about the 
comments made regarding the White 
House being prison like...takes many 
calls from people that want to weigh 
in on this...Don’t forget to make 
your way out to the Fisher House 
tomorrow 

7/2
2pm-3pm 60:00

Independence 
Day

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt kicks off this 4th of July 
special with a tribute to the Red, 
White, and Blue...we talk to our 
friend Dave that took down the 
Obamaphone lady about the state of 
the country on this day before the 
birthday of America...we take calls 
from people that want to weigh in on 
what the 4th of July means to them. 

7/3

3pm-4pm
60:00

Texas Gov. 
Rick Perry

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the Dwight-Mare now 
being over, and the Houston Rockets 
winning the sweepstakes.  We talk 
about the fact that Governor Rick 
Perry came out today with the news 
that he is not going to be running 

7/8
2pm-3pm 60:00



ISSUE PROGRAM / 
TITLE DESCRIPTION DATE/TIME DURATION

for a 4th term Matt asks the 
question if this is a good thing, 
what do you think of Rick Perry, and 
who would you like to see run for 
the governor’s job here in the 
state…takes many calls from people 
that want to weigh in on this. 

Texas Senate 
Abortion 

Bill

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the statements made 
by Representative Thompson regarding 
the abortion debate, and they elude 
to the fact that a baby in the 
uterus of a woman is actually a 
life..takes calls from people that 
want to weigh in on this.  Also 
talks about how dumb Ron Artest is 
regarding the Dwight Howard trade 

7/9

3pm-4pm
60:00

Texas 
Politics

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the woman that 
tries to hire an uncover officer 
acting as a hit man to kill her 
husband. Also replays his interview 
he did this morning on KTRH with 
Representative Thompson, the woman 
that made the controversial comments 
at the State Capital regarding the 
abortion debate...takes calls from 
people that want to weigh in on the 
comments she made and more 

7/10
4pm-5pm 60:00

Homeless 
Issue

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the homeless man 
that is on video telling his life 
story, and his inability to find 
work even though he has 2 Masters 
degrees...takes many calls from 
people that want to weigh in on this 
with many people not believing his 
story...gets a call in from a fellow 
alum from the Cleveland area 

7/11

3pm-4pm
60:00

Minimum wage
The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the absurd story 
out of Washington DC that has the 
city council literally pushing out 
WalMart as they are requiring a 
higher wage for the employees 
...takes many call from people that 
want to weigh in on this, and how 
even though the mayor can veto this 
ruling that he probably won’t.  Also 
talk about the woman that has 50 
orgasms a day, and she is tired of 
them 

7/12

4pm-5pm
60:00

Zimmerman 
Trial

The Matt 
Patrick 

Matt talks about the top 5 songs 
that people really don’t know the 

7/13 60:00



ISSUE PROGRAM / 
TITLE DESCRIPTION DATE/TIME DURATION

Show lyrics to. Also talks more about the 
George Zimmerman trial, and the 
Sanford Police department relaying 
to people to not riot when the 
verdict comes out. Takes many calls 
from people that want to weigh in on 
this "First Amendment Friday" 

2pm-3pm

Zimmerman 
verdict

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt continues the conversation 
regarding the George Zimmerman 
verdict, and we take many many phone 
calls from people that want to weigh 
in on the case, and a majority of 
them are with Matt that the courts 
have spoken, and we need to accept 
that... 

7/15
3pm-4pm 60:00

Bot Scout 
weight 

restrictions

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the Boy Scouts 
having their yearly Jamboree, but 
this year has a stipulation 
regarding the weight of the 
scouts...no fatties...takes many 
calls from people that want to weigh 
in on this ...we get a few calls 
from people that still want to weigh 
in on the protests in regards to the 
Zimmerman verdict. 

7/16
3pm-4pm 60:00

Castle 
Doctrine

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the Boston Bomber 
that is on the front cover in the 
next month’s Rolling Stone 
Magazine...talks about how this is a 
slap in the face to those people 
that lost their lives that day, and 
the men and women that are fighting 
to keep this scum away from 
us...also talks about the Eric 
Holder comments that he made at the 
NAACP Conference in Orlando 
pertaining to the Castle Doctrine 

7/17
4pm-5pm 60:00

Gun Laws
The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks to Martie, the owner of 
"All pawn" in the Woodlands area 
about the ATF practical harassing 
her and the Pawn Shop regarding the 
gun sales hat conducts...also talks 
about the HEB Grocery Stores putting 
their foot down regarding the 
Rolling Stone Cover with the Boston 
Bomber...takes calls from people 
that want to weigh in on this

7/18
4pm-5pm 60:00

Local 
Zimmerman 
verdict 

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the protests from 
over the weekend here in the city of 
Houston led by QX, and we talk to 

7/22
2pm-3pm 60:00



ISSUE PROGRAM / 
TITLE DESCRIPTION DATE/TIME DURATION

protests our friend Jefferey whom was 
actually at the rally to see what 
all the commotion was about...we 
also talk about the Royal Family in 
England about to have a baby, and 
why we should even care about 
this...takes calls from people that 
want to weigh in on this. 

Religious 
freedoms in 

TX.

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the freaks that 
tried to take down the Kountnze High 
School cheerleaders are now trying 
to take down League City for their 
prayer before meetings begin...talks 
to Mayor Paulissen from League City 
regarding this issue, and how we can 
help them out...also gives away 
tickets to see Black Sabbath as it’s 
another "Take our Tickets Tuesday"

7/23
2pm-3pm 60:00

Anthony 
Weiner 
debacle

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the Anthony Weiner 
debacle with his latest antics, and 
why his wife is really standing by 
him still....also talks about the 
stand your ground case here in 
Houston that Quanell X is now 
supporting regarding the woman that 
shot a man that was harassing 
her...takes calls from people that 
want to weigh in on this.

7/24
2pm-3pm 60:00

NSA funding
The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the comments made 
by Attorney General Eric Holder 
coming after Texas and the manner we 
use to vote on elections. People 
call in and many of them are upset 
that the AG would even think about 
this...also talks about the 
Congressman from here in Texas that 
voted for the continued funding of 
the NSA ...Ted Poe said no....He is 
so good 

7/25
4pm-5pm 60:00

Child 
Support

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

It’s a "First Amendment Friday", and 
Matt talks about the OJ Simpson re-
trial as he has diabetes...also 
talks about the child support 
debacle again, and we talk to a 
great caller Paige that weigh in on 
the subject...also she mentions she 
is a cat lady...cough ....takes many 
calls from people that want to weigh 
in ...also talks about the new 
Monopoly game that has come out for 
the next generation of entitled 

7/26
2pm-3pm 60:00



ISSUE PROGRAM / 
TITLE DESCRIPTION DATE/TIME DURATION

kids.
DHS 

Nomination 
Of 

Congresswoma
n SJL

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

To open up the week, Matt gave us 
his take on Sheila Jackson Lee 
getting nominated for the secretary 
of defense

7/29
4pm-5pm 60:00

NSA Prism 
Program

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks to US Congressman John 
Culberson about how he voted in this 
past session, and the Congressman 
defends the reason why he voted the 
way he voted. Also talks about the 
video that he posted on his site 
with a social experiment with a 
woman asking men of all ages if they 
would sleep with her...the answers 
are priceless.

7/30
3pm-4pm 60:00

Economy
The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the economy at 
large, and the cost of employment at 
companies, and the idea to increase 
minimum wage has come up in New 
York...Matt breaks down the reasons 
why this is illogical, and some 
disagree to what Matt thinks. Gets 
lots of calls from people that are 
looking for work after we talk to 
two fine individuals that said they 
are looking for help....It’s Hump 
Day 

7/31
2pm-3pm 60:00

Gov. Rick 
Perry on 

Transportati
on in TX.

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt pays tribute to all those 
parents of football players, and he 
plays the "Boys of Fall" to kick off 
the show...takes calls from people 
that want to weigh in on the High 
School football day, and watching 
your kids grow up...also talks about 
the Texas Congress that is coming 
together again for a 3rd Special 
Session...Also replays his interview 
he conducted with the Governor this 
morning show on KTRH

8/1
2pm-3pm 60:00

Race 
optimism

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt continues the conversation 
regarding the optimism survey that 
was recently conducted between the 
races...takes calls from people that 
want to weigh in on this.  We also 
talk to "John" about his debacle 
with his tenant issue....talks about 
race and the parties that people are 
going to instead of work....its 
Friday Ya’ll. 

8/2
4pm-5pm 60:00



ISSUE PROGRAM / 
TITLE DESCRIPTION DATE/TIME DURATION

Middle East
The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt continues the conversation 
regarding the "Phony" scandals that 
we are facing, and the evacuating 
all of the embassies in the Middle 
east, and we take calls from people 
that want to talk about the 
situation, and whether or not that 
we should pull out of the area or 
not...consensus vote turns the 
Middle east into glass if they mess 
with us again!! 

8/06
4pm-5pm 60:00

Local 
Lawmakers

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt takes us into "the Poe Zone" 
with U.S. Congressman Ted Poe, and 
right off the bat they discuss the 
issue of light rail here in Houston, 
and Poe clarifies his position on 
the matter...takes calls from people 
that have questions for the 
Congressman...also talks about the 
government being TOO transparent in 
regards to their means of acquiring 
info on the terror threat in 
Yemen... 

8/07
3pm-4pm 60:00

Miracles
The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Mr. Pittmon at the helm, and we get 
many phone calls from people that 
want to wish him well.  We also talk 
to Valerie about the story of the 
professor at Milikin University in 
Illinois, and his back story is 
incredible...takes calls from people 
that want to talk about miracles

8/08
4pm-5pm 60:00

Local Law 
Enforcement

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

In an action packed first hour of 
the Matt Patrick show, Matt shared 
some audio from the infamous, Monica 
Lewinsky. He also chatted with Chad 
Pinkerton, the attorney for Reginald 
Davis who is bringing a civil suit 
against the Galveston PD for 
excessive force during an arrest. 

8/13
2pm-3pm 60:00

Police Suing
The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

In the 2nd hour of the show, Matt 
dove into a local Houston topic that 
fired up quite the debate. The hot 
topic was, should a police officer 
be able to sue a caller for not 
giving up enough information? The 
topic sparked a full sound board of 
calls both for and against the idea. 

8/15
3pm-4pm 60:00

Speaking 
English in 

Texas

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

In the final hour of today's show, 
the phone lines were lit up like a 
Christmas tree waiting to talk about 

8/19
4pm-5pm 60:00



ISSUE PROGRAM / 
TITLE DESCRIPTION DATE/TIME DURATION

Spanish speaking in this country and 
why it's important for people who 
come to America should learn to 
speak English.

Texas Lt. 
Gov. Race

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt Patrick in the second hour 
talks a little more about David 
Dewhurst and then moves onto the 
Obama Administration lack of 
knowledge about the Austratlian boy 
being shot in Oklahoma 

8/22
2pm-3pm 60:00

Houston 
Government

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the latest race for 
Mayor in Houston.

8/23
4pm-5pm 60:00

Battle Of 
The Century 
in Houston

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt discusses the back story of the 
tennis match between Billie Jean 
King and Bobby Riggs in Houston.

8/28
2pm-3pm 60:00

Minimum wage
The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt discusses why we should not 
raise the minimum wage. 8/30

4pm-5pm 60:00

Political 
Parties

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt Discusses the lack of truth 
telling by political parties.

9/03
2pm-3pm 60:00

Gang 
violence in 
schools.

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt discusses stabbing at local 
high school

9/05
3pm-4pm 60:00

Drunk 
driving 
video

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt discusses a video made by a man 
who confesses to killing a man while 
driving drunk. 

9/06
3pm-3pm 60:00

Houston 
Texans 

Football

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Today Matt opened up the show with a 
little football talk in honor of the 
Texans opening Monday night game 
against the Chargers. He also talked 
about a controversial truck decal 
and if it's a joke in poor taste, 
funny, or inappropriate. 

9/09
2pm-3pm 60:00

Syria/
Obamacare

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt speaks with Texas Congressman 
Kevin Brady about Syria and 
Obamacare.

09/10
2pm-3pm 60:00

9/11/01.
The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt Patrick’s annual 9/11 show. 
One of the most emotional shows 
matt does all year.

9/11
4pm-5pm 60:00

Economics in 
the USA.

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about how rich people 
are richer and poor people are 
getting poorer.

9/12
3pm-4pm 60:00



ISSUE PROGRAM / 
TITLE DESCRIPTION DATE/TIME DURATION

Navy Yard 
Shooting

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt takes calls from people on 
the tragic Navy Yard shootings.

9/16
4pm-5pm 60:00

The 2nd 
Amendment

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about how the Anti-
gun lobby begins to use the Navy 
Yard shootings to go after 2nd 
Amendment rights.

9/17
2pm-3pm 60:00

Navy Yard 
shootings

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt welcomes Texas Congressman 
ted Poe on the Navy Yard 
Shootings

9/18
3pm-4pm 60:00

Men and 
women 

drivers.

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

.Matt talks about who are the 
worst drivers. Men or women.

9/19
4pm-5pm 60:00

Political 
correctness

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about whether the 
Washington Redskins should 
change their name.

9/23
3pm-4pm 60:00

Texas Sen. 
Ted Cruz 

filibuster

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt Patrick Talks about the 
Sen. Ted Cruz Filibuster.

9/24
2pm-3pm 60:00

Texas 
politics

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about those upset 
with Texas Sen. John Cornyn’s 
position on Texas Sen. Ted 
Cruz’s filibuster.

9/25
3pm-4pm 60:00

Texas 
political 
races.

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks and takes calls about 
the announcement that Texas Sen. 
Wendy Davis will run for 
Governor.

9/26
2pm-3pm 60:00

Harris 
County DA

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt Patrick talks too and  
welcomes the new Harris County 
DA Devon Anderson

9/27
4pm-5pm 60:00

The 
impending 
Government 
shut down

The Matt 
Patrick 
Show

Matt talks about the possibility 
of the government shutting down. 
What does it mean to 
Houstonians.

9/30
2pm-3pm 60:00

Traffic updates are daily features that air at:
5:03am, 5:18am, 5:31am, 5:48am, 6:03am, 6:18am, 6:31am, 6:48am, 7:03am, 
7:18am, 7:31am, 7:48am, 8:03am, 8:18am, 8:31am, 8:48am, 9:05am, 9:31am, 
10:05am, 10:31am, 11:05am, 11:31am, 12:05pm, 12:31pm, 1:05pm, 1:31pm, 2:05pm, 
2:31pm, 3:05pm, 3:31pm, 4:05pm, 4:31pm, 5:05pm, 5:15pm, 5:31pm, 5:45pm, 
6:05pm, 6:31pm, 7:05pm, 7:31pm, 8:05pm, 8:31pm, 9:05pm, 9:31pm, 10:05pm and 
10:31pm


